Freya is our newest addition to the Valhalla family, and is the perfect choice for hidden installations in large venues. The Freya projection screen is a recessed ceiling case and is available in a large range of standard sizes and screen surfaces, even as Tab Tension versions. Freya is made of aluminum and is developed and produced in Sweden.

As a key feature the screen is entirely hidden when not in use, with both screen and bottom dowel retracted in the recessed case. Moreover, Freya offers you the possibility to install the case first and the screen any time later, therefore the screen surface is not at risk of damage during construction work. Sliding brackets on top of the case allow easy and unlimited adjustment when installing.

Considerations regarding cut out width
Recommended cut-out length: screen width + 270 mm
Total case length: screen width + 290 mm
Case length: screen width + 260 mm
Cut-out case size (W x H): 170 x 160 mm

Screen Surfaces
- Arctiq: Matt white front surface, fibre glass support, black-backed. PVC free. Flame retardant (B1). Excellent surface flatness and colour temp. Gain 1.0.
- Xpert: White front surface, black-backed. PVC free. Excellent surface flatness and colour temp. Gain 1.0.

Projection Formats
- 4:3: The screen has 5 cm wide black borders. The format of the viewing area is 4:3.
- 16:10: The screen has 5 cm wide black borders. The format of the viewing area is 16:10.
- 16:9: The screen has 5 cm wide black borders. The format of the viewing area is 16:9.
- 2.35:1: The screen has 5 cm wide black borders. The format of the viewing area is 2.35:1.

Screen Dimensions

Smart Motor
Built-in radio and Dry Contact
Accessories:
- Trigger
- Dry contact transmitter
- RF remote control included
- RF wall transmitter